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Abstract: An allegory of modern science.

Part XXXIV
Welcome to Mathtropolis! Everybody comes here; this is Mathtropolis, land of dreams.
Some dreams come true, some don’t; but keep on dreamin’–this is Mathtropolis!
Algebra, geometry, trigonometry, calculus, physics?
I used to think math went with spitballs, comic books, chalkboards, and
lunch boxes. Math was for school–problems to solve in a book.
But now, with my new understanding of math as the seventh sense and a
language of the brain’s function…Wow! Wake the sleeping giant?
Tug on Superman’s cape? Gee, Lois and Clark! Welcome to Mathtropolis! Time to flex your
own intellectual superpowers and unleash the infinite potential within! Spidey sense tingling?
X-ray vision? Here’s somethin’ better–“Math-o-ception”: the mathematical core of perception,
the “spatial and general relativity” that manages and monitors the state of the body–inside
and out–and its movement and position relative to itself and to the outside world!
Did I just step into a Marvel comic book? Call me “Math-o-man”–a finely tuned,
math machine, able to calculate comparisons faster than a speeding bullet, effortlessly solve
problems beyond any math ever conceived of in any book or computer, and save the day by
defeating the arch nemesis, Dr. X ! But me, a math superhero? A pocket full of D-Kryptonite,
ready to take on the world? Maybe I can talk Eva into sewing up a costume. I’ve got my
Speedo and long-handled union wear. The only question is: What color should my cape be?
So, the long and the short of it? Don’t be fooled by all the hokey humor and mild-mannered,
wonky charm. Beneath my debonair detective duds, I’m always wearing my Math-o-man suit!
Think of it! Never out of math class? Always calculating the unknown “x”: how many cookies
I can jam into my mouth at one time, how fast I have to ride my bike to get away from the dog
that’s chasing me, or all the mathematical calculations my brain has to do for the simple act of
putting one foot in front of the other without falling flat on my face.
But I gotta ask myself (and all you other Math-o-men and Math-o-women out there):
If everyone’s mind is doing math continuously, if we’re all born super-duper, über-mega-math
geniuses and superheroes…how come we have such trouble in math class?
What’s up with that? With our “math-o-matic” superpowers, math should be effortless!
I guess the real “math problem” comes down to expressing and communicating the internal
language we think in. How can we get our mouths to say what our minds are already doing?
How do we learn to speak “natural math”?
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But wait a minute…If I decode the math matrix of the mind–learn to speak natural math–
maybe I can communicate with the brain! Oohwee! Math superhero? Why stop there, Neil!
I could be the first “Neuro-naut”! One small step for man, one giant leap for mankind!
Ha, ha! Growing up, I always did have an overactive, over-the-top imagination.
Playing cops and robbers, I’d be the detective (with a super-cool secretary) who didn’t solve
just one crime, but found the secret to solving all crime!
And playing doctor, I wouldn’t just make one person better. I’d pretend to travel up the
Amazon, deep into the jungle, braving snakes and piranha, to discover a new soporific
vegetable alkaloid that would make all people better–saving mankind!
Then there was my fantasy of being a charming, absent-minded neurolinguistic
professor at Medfield College, who develops the ultimate teaching device–a way
for students to learn different languages without study. But late one stormy
night, lightning strikes! Testing the colander-shaped “thinking cap” on myself,
my lab assistant (Dexter Riley) accidentally turns the red button instead of the
blue (altering the voltage and polarity of the electrical waves) and voila!
Suddenly, I realize I’m discussing “paw-litics” with “Pavlov,” my large, shaggy Portuguese
Water Dog! Holy Dr. Dolittle! Chewin’ the fat with a quadruped? The experiment exceeded
all expectations…taking me past the barrier of the spoken language, tapping directly into the
language of the brain itself–the intellectual language common to all creatures!
Imagine if we could understand and access the language of the brain’s
function. I could live out all my childhood fantasies! Wow!
1. With a common means of intellectual communication (for all us
creatures–great and small), this could be the first step on the road
toward true world peace!
2. Understanding the basis of understanding?
Think of it, Socrates! So much for the unexamined life! I could finally understand myself:
the deep underlying psychologies and philosophies of perception, truth, logic, emotion,
love, peace, crime and war…what makes me tick! I could write the operators manual!
3. Solve all my problems? Physician heal thyself? This might even provide a new way to
“doctor the ills of the world”–to tell the body to heal, and what to heal!
So Mr. Roarke and Tattoo…my new fantasy? Passing out “math caps” to everyone, like they
do at the Mariners’ games! In one fell swoop, I save the world! Or at least Seattle…
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